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*All the tools, concepts, clearings and processes
 in this document are from the founders of 

Access Consciousness®
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 What if, Being YOU,
 is always a question?

 
What if you were willing to

know that you know?
 

What if you were living your
life as the gift it truly is?

 

Gary M. Douglas 
&

Dr. Dain Heer

www.madhuthapliyal.com
@ conscious Choices & Creations

www.accessconscious.com
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 A fundamental tool in Access is living in and as the question. It’s about
exploring all possibilities. When you are open to the adventure of
curiosity, everything becomes possible and anything you desire to create
or change can occur with total ease.
 
A question, when asked, can bring up the energy of either a wonder or a
limitation.
 
 "An open-ended question opens the door to a different set of possibilities,
an infinite set of possibilities. Asking a question gives you an awareness of
what could be possible, of the choices you could make. Seeking a solution
makes you look for the right answer. There is almost never a right answer
and so you tie yourself up in thinking about what you wish could be
possible, rather than asking the questions which would show you an array
of possibilities that are far beyond your wildest dreams.” ~
Accessconsciousness.com
 
 
When you ask a question or think about something that is limiting you or
not working for you, there is an energy that comes up. It is usually an
energy of limited, interesting, insane or solid points-of-view. You run
"*clearing statement" to unstuck, unclear and destroy it and blast it out of
the existence from your reality so that you have a whole lot more space to
create anything you choose. 
 
Question - Wonder/curiosity/possibility - filled question
Clearing - A question bringing up limitations + clearing statement
 
* The clearing statements (Right and wrong, good and bad, pod and poc,
all 9, shorts, boys and beyonds®)  { www.theclearingstatement.com }
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What is a difference between 
a question and a clearing?



 
All of life comes to me with

ease, joy and glory!
 

What else is possible?
 

How does it get better
than this? 
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All the parts and pieces in me and of me, 
that I shut down, 

divorced, 
hid away, 

barricaded against, 
separated from 

and 
have made secret, 

that if I would gain access to them would gift me all of the 
energies, 
abilities, 

awarenesses, 
capacities, 

and choices, 
that would change everything, 

and 
everything that doesn’t allow me to have that,  

I destroy and uncreate it. 
 

Right, wrong, good, bad, All 9, POD, POC, Shorts, boys and beyonds.
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I'm an Infinite being.

Truth, ‘Would an infinite being truly choose this?’

 
An infinite being is one who chooses, one who is aware of

everything and embraces the joy and the greatness of
living! 

 
Are the choices you’re making actually creating the infinite
life and living you’d like to have? If not, you can change it.

 
You have some reason or justification for why you're

choosing what you're choosing at every moment of every
day. 

For everything you are doing and choosing, ask 
‘Would an infinite being truly choose this?’

 
 Just ask that one question, let the energy be there and then

choose. It will open the door for that to become a choice
that you have available. Please don’t judge you for not

having access to what an infinite being would choose in
this ten seconds. 

Start asking the question and give yourself a chance to
learn how to do it.

 
~ Gary Douglas
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All the 

projections, 
judgments, 
limitations, 
conclusions, 

computations, 
expectations, 

rejections, 
separations

 I have of/about ..................., (Me, my life, these questions &
clearings, Access, change, choice, creations etc)

I destroy and uncreate everything.
Right, wrong, good, bad, all 9, POD, POC, shorts, boys and

beyonds®
 
 

( If you have no points of view and no projections, expectations,
separations, judgments, or rejections, you can be aware of

everything and change pretty much anything. 
 

 “Interesting point of view” is an Access Consciousness tool that you can
use to neutralize projections, expectations, or judgments by reminding
yourself that whatever the projection, expectation, or judgment is, it’s

just a point of view that you or someone else has at this moment in time.
It’s not right or wrong or good or bad. 

Any time one of these things comes up, just say: “Interesting point of
view.” It helps to distance you from it. You don’t align and agree with it—

and you don’t resist and react to it. You just allow it to be what it is,
which is no more than an interesting point of view. )
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Projections & Expectations
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What creations based on my family's projections,
expectations,separations, judgments and rejections
am I using to perpetrate the limitations on me and
what I am choosing? Everything that is times a
godzillion, I destroy and uncreate it all? Right and
wrong, good and bad, POD and POC, all 9, shorts, boys
and beyonds.

 
 
 

What stupidity am I using to create the total lack of
choice, possibility, question and contribution I truly
could be choosing? Everything that is times a
godzillion I destroy anduncreate it all. Right and
wrong, good and bad, POD and POC,all 9, shorts, boys
and beyonds.

 
 
 

What energy, space, and consciousness can I be to
create a reality beyond this reality with total ease?
Everything that is times a godzillion, I destroy and
uncreate all that? Right and Wrong, Good and Bad,
POD and POC, All 9, Shorts, Boys, and Beyonds.



 
HAVING IT ALL

 
1. What is my reality? What does having it all mean to me?

What exactly am I asking for?
 

2. What energies would I like to have as my life and living
that I have not yet asked for?

 
3. Are my Asks congruent with what I actually desire?

 
4. Are all my desires really mine?

 
5. Am I asking small? What have I decided I can't have?

 
6. What is my too much/lot in life?

 
 7. What have I concluded that would take to get what I

believe I  can't have?
 

8. What would I have to be, know, have, perceive, receive to
get what I believe I can't have?

 
9. Am I willing to shop for my own reality?

 
10. Am I willing to create my reality beyond this reality?

 
 11. What can I BE that would allow me to create beyond my

own reality with total ease?
 



 
12. What would it take to expand my reality beyond my

comprehension with total ease? 
 
 

13. What am I capable of?
what are my gifts and capacities that doesn't have any refrence

point in this reality?
 
 

14. What am I grateful about ME that I haven't 
acknowledged yet? 

 
15. Universe, show me what's amazing about me that I have not

looked at yet!
 

16. What potency am I denying?
 

17. What can I create for now and for the future?
 

18. What future is available that I am not preparing for today?
 
 

19. What could I change, choose or create that would be more
generative, creative, expansive than what I currently have?

 
 

20. What would it take to allow me to perceive, know, be, receive
who, what, when and how I truly be?

 



 
BEING YOU 

 
How many Judgements, lies, inventions and agendas have I bought
so that I don't have to be the lightness of the infinite being I truly

be?
 

 If I didn’t have to define me, how much could I enjoy being me?
What else could I create from that undefined space?

 
 What do I know, that I have been refusing to know, that if I were

willing to know it, would change everything?
 

What would I have to choose, right now, to create a greater
change in my world and the world over the next year than
anything that has ever been seen before? Is now the time?

 
 Always acknowledge! 

Has anything changed? 
Is anything different?

 What seems possible now that didn’t seem possible before? Would
I choose and create more? The more consciousness I choose, the

more the world changes around me.
 

 What space am I choosing to function from? Am I in my own
way?

 
What if I were actually the only one who limits me?

 
What would be possible for me to create if I were willing to know

that?
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If I didn’t have to be normal, average, real and the same as

everyone else anymore, what difference could I create, here and
now?

 
What if being the difference I truly be is what is required for me

to step into a caring that goes way beyond what I’ve ever
thought possible?

For me.
For the people around me.

For the Earth.
For all of us.

 
What if we were willing to create ourselves beyond all the

definitions, conclusions or judgments we’ve bought as true up
till this point?

Who would I be?
What would my world be like?

 
How many agenda am I using to create the never being ease, joy

and glory I am choosing?
 
 

How many Judgements, Agendas, Lies and Limitations am I
using to create the comfortable distance between Me and Me

am I choosing? Everything that brings up, I destroy and
uncreate it all and return it to the sender with consciousness?

Right, wrong, good, bad, all 9, POD, POC, shorts, boys and
beyonds®



BODY
 

What if I started enjoying my body? 
What would that be like?

 
All the judgements I put in the vessel called my body, I now

destroy and uncreate them all. Everything that doesn't allow
that times a godzillion, I now destroy and uncreate it all. Right
and wrong, good and bad, pod and poc, all 9, shorts, boys and

beyonds.®
 

What if today I started asking questions to my body? I
wonder what would start to change?

 
What would be fun for my body? Body what would you like to
eat? wear? have more of? What kind of movement would my

body actually like?
 

What kind of space gives me a sense of being with my body?
What have I decided I can’t do, that would nurture my body

and being if I chose it?
 

“Body, If you are more conscious than I am, what is it that you
can show me that I’m not asking of you?”

 
How many pains and illnesses have my body & I've been

creating for others to finally pay attention to me? I destroy and
uncreate all the distractor implants, thoughts, feelings and

emotions I have been inventing to create it.  



 
What have I made so vital, valuable and real about living in
the pain of this reality that keeps me from the natural birth

of total possibility in every moment of every day? Everything
that doesn't allow that times a godzillion, I now destroy and
uncreate it all. Right and wrong, good and bad, pod and poc,

all 9, shorts, boys and beyonds.®
 

Where am I creating limitations around my body? Where
am I judging my body? Everywhere I bought into that, all

the decisions, judgement, conclusions, computations,
projections, separations, expectations or rejections, past
lifetimes, present, future, other dimensionalities, I now

destroy and uncreate it all. Right and wrong, good and bad,
pod and poc, all 9, shorts, boys and beyonds.®

 
What if I Woke Up to a New Body Every Day?  

 
What if there is a different possibility? 

What if I asked my body a question every moment? 
“What would it take for us to feel amazing today, body?” 

“What fun could we have?”
 “What magic can you generate for me today?”

 “What joy of embodiment could I gift me today?” 
“Body what would you like to look like?”

 “What magic could we create together, body? 
 “Hey Body! I’m so grateful for you!”

 



 
MONEY

 
What have I made so vital, valuable and real about

torturing myself with lack of money or money
problems that keeps me suffering instead of having

orgasmic joy of my life, my living and my reality?
 

What would I like to create as my financial reality?
 

What energy, space and consciousness can my body and
I be that would allow us to have never enough money

but always too much to spend for all eternity with total
ease?

 
What can I do or be to become the source of all money

for all eternity?
 

What do I need to be or do today to create the money I
want right away?

 
What can I do that will create more money?

What would be fun to live as that would create and
generate money also?

 
What energy, space and consciousness can my body and

I be that would allow us to have never enough money
but always too much to spend for all eternity with total

ease?
 



 
What infinite ways of receiving and having money, am I
rejecting by selecting these limited ways of generating

money to create this limited financial reality am I
choosing?? Everything that is, I am willing to destroy and

uncreate it all. Right and wrong, good and bad, POD & POC,
All 9, shorts, boys and beyonds®

 
What Energy, Space and Consciousness can I be that would

allow me to be as brilliant financially as I refuse to be?
Everything that is, will I destroy and uncreate all that? Right
and wrong, good and bad, Pod and Poc, all nine, shorts, boys

and beyonds®
 

Am I open to having money come to me from all sources or
have I already concluded that it can come to me from
specific sources? All of the restriction that I put on to
where money can come into my life, I will destroy and

uncreate it all. Right and wrong, good and bad, Pod and
Poc, all nine, shorts, boys and beyonds®

 
Do I have this point of view that I can either have the money

or I can have peace and ease? Everything that is; times a
Godzillion; I will destroy and uncreate it. Right wrong, good
and bad, pod and poc, all nine, shorts, boys and beyonds®

 
How much order am I trying to have in my financial reality

that is keeping me from the chaos, the magic and the
infinite possibilities that is actually possible?

 



 
RELATIONSHIP

 
What energy, space and consciousness can my body and I

be that would allow us to create a relationship that's
beyond this reality with total ease?

 
Everything that doesn't allow me to perceive, know, be and
receive exactly what I'd like to create as my relationship,

I destroy and create it, times a godzillion? Right and wrong,
good and bad, pod and poc, all 9, shorts, boys and

beyonds® 
 

How much change am I willing to create by just being…
ME? What invention am I using to create the lack of me in
every relationship I am choosing? I destroy and uncreate

everything that it brings up.
 

What have I made so vital to be in a relationship that I have
made it valuable to lose me? Everything that is

I destroy and uncreate it all? Right and wrong, good and
bad, POC and POD, all 9, shorts, boys, and beyonds®

 
What could I do or be different that would create the kind
of relationship that I truly desire? Everything that brings

up, times a godzillion will I be willing to destroy and
uncreate it all? Right and wrong, good and bad, POD &

POC, all nine, shorts, boys and beyonds®



 
 

what's the value of making other people's reality greater
than mine? Everything that doesn't allow me to perceive,
know, be and receive exactly what I'd like to create as my
reality with  relationship, I destroy and create it, times a

godzillion? Right and wrong, good and bad, pod and poc, all
9, shorts, boys and beyonds® 

 
How many harmonic patterns can I create that will allow
most fabulous relationship I've ever had in my life time?

Everything that doesn't allow it show  is Destroy and
uncreate everything that it brings up.

 
What have I made so vital to be in a relationship that I have

made it valuable to lose me? Everything that is
I destroy and uncreate it all? Right and wrong, good and

bad, POC and POD, all 9, shorts, boys, and beyonds®
 

What could I Do or Be different that would create the
kind of relationship that I truly desire? Everything that

brings up, times a godzillion I destroy and uncreate it all?
Right and wrong, good and bad, POD & POC, all nine,

shorts, boys and beyonds®
 

Everywhere I've stopped myself by waiting for someone
else to acknowledge ME, am I willing to let that go now?

What would it take to change this?
 



 
BUSINESS

 
How many judgments and conclusions do I have that I

don't know anything about business, I couldn't handle it,
wouldn't trust me or others with it? Who does it belong
to? How many of those beliefs, decisions, patterns are
real and true? How many are simply inventions, lies,

illusions and validations of the projections of others and
this reality? Everything that is coming up,  will you

destroy and uncreate it all.  Right & Wrong, Good & Bad,
POD & POC, All 9, Shorts, Boys & Beyonds®

 
What would I like to create?

 
How many revenue systems can I add to my life?

 
What would my business like to create in the world?

 
What magic could show up for me and my business?

 
What possibilities am I aware of that I have not yet

instituted?
 

Who or what can contribute to my business?
 

if I was choosing my reality,What would I choose?
 

What can I be and do today thats going to create me 
money right away?

 



 
 

What if I have confidence and ease to create the life I desire,
to function differently and change anything along with

Business?
 

What if I be more creative and generative with Business?
 

What if I become even more financially savvy and aware of
Business?

 
What if I've been getting in my own way with business?

 
What if I claim my ability to maximize Business

possibilities?
 

 What if I'm the only one powerful enough to stop me?
 

What if I could create from a different possibility with ease
and a different reality in Business?

 
Would I be willing to have business knocking at my doors?

 
Would I like to generate sustainable wealth that is far

greater than what I am creating with your existing job or
work I do?

 



 
What does consciousness require of me and my business?

 
What do I know that no one else knows that could

change my business and the world and make me more
money that I can possibly imagine?

 
What Energy, Space, and Consciousness can I be to allow
everything I have ever being, knew, perceived, done and

learned to contribute to my current creations in life right
now? everything that doesn't allow that Pod and Poc all

that!
 

What if it is much easier to get me and my business
more visible out in the world?

 
What choice am I refusing that I truly could be choosing,

that if I would choose it, would change my business
dynamically? Anything that doesn’t allow me to perceive,
know, be, receive and choose it, I destroy and uncreate it
all. Right, wrong, good, bad, all 9, POD, POC, shorts, boys

and beyonds® 
 

What would I do that would be really fun for me that
would  make everybody desire what I have to offer with

total ease?
 

What phenomenonace can I be with my business and
with money?

 



EARTH/UNIVERSE
 

Am I willing to receive from everything? 
Plants? trees? sun? rocks? rivers? flowers?

 
Universe, can you show me something beautiful today? 

 
How can we create more possibilities on the Earth and for

the Earth? What can I contribute to you, Earth, that's
going to help you?

 
What do I want my reality to be like on planet Earth?

 
What is the earth asking of me – desiring and requiring

from me – that I can gift now? What do I know about the
earth and the magical creatures on it, that if I

acknowledged it, could change everything for me?
 

What energy, space and consciousness can I and my body be
to receive infinite joy and magic that the universe is able to

contribute to me with total ease? Everything that doesn't
allow that times a godzillion, I now destroy and uncreate it

all. Right and wrong, good and bad, pod and poc, all 9,
shorts, boys and beyonds.®

 
What can I be or do different today to create a sustainable

living Earth for all of us for the next 10,000 years?
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What energy, space, and consciousness can I be to be

the most fantastic, phenomenal, unbelievable, and
unreal creator on planet earth with total ease?

 
What energy, space and consciousness am I using to

avoid the awareness of everything that is necessary on
planet earth could be choosing? Everything that doesn't
allow that times a godzillion, I now destroy and uncreate
it all. Right and wrong, good and bad, pod and poc, all 9,

shorts, boys and beyonds.®
 

 “What can I be or do different today to create a
sustainable living Earth for all of us for the next 10,000

years?”
 

How many gifts have I negated from the universe and
from myself because they didn’t show up the way I

thought they were going to and decided they should?
Everything that is, times a godzillion, I destroy and

uncreate it please? Right and wrong, good and bad, POD
and POC, all 9, shorts, boys and beyonds. 

 
How many pains,stiffness or check-outs do I currently

have in my body that are actually from the Earth - or the
people on it - demanding or requiring my assistance?

Everything that allows that to stay stuck, I destrou,
uncreate and let it go. Right and wrong, good and bad,

pod and poc, all 9, shorts, boys and beyonds.® 
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PARENTING ~ Anne Maxwell
 

What would it take for me to get that my kids are not
limited, normal, average and predictable. 

They are magic! 
Their magic is their being infinite. 

Would I be willing to claim, own, and acknowlege that my
childern have magic withing them? 

 
What if they are way more than what I ever give them

credit for and way more than they themselves give credit
for?

 
What if I treated my child the way I should have been

treated, rather than the way I was treated? 
 

What would that look like? What point of view do I have
that is creating this limitation and what would it take to get

rid of it? 
 

What does my child know that I am unwilling to know? 
 

What if my child knows what it would take to create the life
he would like to have? 

 
What if my child could choose something that exceeds

anything I could imagine for her? 
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What if behaviour is really a form of communication? 

What if when kids do things they are not doing it to be bad
or think something is wrong with them or whatsoever?

What if they can actually be a contribution?
 What if they actually are a contribution?

 
What stupidity am I using to create this supermom of

rigidity and of no choice am I choosing? 
Everything that brings godzillion times, I destroy and

uncreate it? Right and Wrong, Good and Bad, all 9 Pod and
Poc, Shorts, Boys and Beyonds.

 
Am I willing to allow my child to outshine me?

 What contribution can my child be to me and what
contribution can I  be to my child?

 
What if the energy of play is the energy of creation.

 Could I tap into that to expand my life and living and that of
my child?

 
What stupidity am I using to create the no play universe I

am choosing? 
Everything that brings up times a godzillion, can you

destroy and uncreate it all? Right and Wrong, Good and
Bad, Pod and Poc, all 9, Shorts, Boys and Beyonds.

 
What would it take for parenting to be more easier and more

fun?
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7 BONUS CLEARINGS
(Say it aloud for 30 days*30 times)

 
All of my projection, expectations, seperations, decisions,

conclusions,judgements about me, my life, my reality, people
in my life, money, business, I destroy and uncreate it all now.

 
 

What have I made so vital, valuable and real about never
asking for the big, huge, way too much that keeps me from

asking for what I truly desire?
 
 

How many JAILs (Judgement, agenda, inventions & lies) am I
using to create the dominance of E=MC2  (Evil = mediocrity,
corruption) to create the comfortable distance between Me

and Me, Me and others, Me and my money, Me and my
relationship am I choosing? I pod and poc all that! 

 
 

What am I absolutely refusing to ask for, that if I would ask
for it and receive it, it would change all my realities and give
me too much money, wealth and abundance and everything
doesn't allow to show up, I revoke, recant, rescind,reclaim,
renounce, denounce, destroy and uncreate it all, times a

godzillion, Right and wrong, good and bad, POD and POC, all
9, shorts, boys and beyonds®
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What is the gift I know I am that I have been refusing to show up as that if I

would show up as that gift would change everything for me and for all of
us? Everything that is will I destroy & uncreate it all? Right and wrong,

good and bad, POD and POC, all 9, shorts, boys and beyonds®
 
 

What physical actualization of an unreal, unbelievable, fantastic,
phenomenal, unfathomable, magical, miraculous reality totally beyond this

reality I now am capable of generating, creating, and instituting? Everything
that is will I destroy & uncreate it all?  Right and wrong, good and bad, POD

and POC, all 9, shorts, boys and beyonds®
 
 
 

What energy, space and consciousness can I and my body be
 out of control ,

out of definition,
 out of limitation, 

out of form, structure, significance, 
out of linearity, 

and out of concentricities 
with my life , my living, my body, my reality, my creations & my level of
Joy? Everything that doesn't allow it to show up,I destroy & uncreate it
all.Right and wrong, good and bad, POD and POC, all 9, shorts, boys and

beyonds®
 
 
 

What future am I already actualizing that I am not acknowledging? 
Everything that is times a godzillion, I destroy and uncreate it all? Right and

Wrong, Good and Bad, POD and POC, All 9, Shorts, Boys, and Beyonds.
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Much Gratitude

How much fun
 can you have playing 

with these 
questions and clearings 

to change, choose & create 
greater and more expansive

possibilities for your life 
and 

the planet?
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